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The forthcoming exhibition at Galerie Ra will show jewellery by Iris Tsante and
vessels by Svetlana Milosevic. You are warmly invited to the opening of this show,
when both artists will be present, on Saturday, 5 February from 16-18.

Iris Tsante jewellery
05.02.11-23.03.11

Iris Tsante graduated from the Amster-
dam Gerrit Rietveld Academy in 2008.
Her jewellery, in which coloured pencils
are often used as material, evoke
associations with optimism, airiness,
simplicity, innocence and delight, while
at the same time conveying qualities like
sensitivity and vulnerability. Her new
collection of work also emanates the
sheer pleasure of making it. What joy!

Svetlana Milosevic vessels
05.02.11-23.03.11

Svetlana Milosevic graduated last year from the
Fachhochschule in Pforzheim, Germany, with bowl-
shaped objects comprising several layers of stone
which are then milled and filed. The variations in terms
of colour and structure, smooth or rough, and making
the interiors of the works visible turn these objects into
‘Pieces of Heaven’.

Galerie Ra is showing, among others, a new collection
of brooches by Noon Passama (see example
illustrated) and vessels by Joe Hogan at Object
Rotterdam. This international fair for autonomous art
will run in tandem with Art Rotterdam. The latter will
be held in the Departure Hall of Holland America Line,
while Object will take place in the adjacent Las Palmas
building.
Twenty international participants will be showing
unique or limited edition objects from the world of
contemporary design, crafts and jewellery at Object
Rotterdam. www.objectrotterdam.com

Opening times:
Thursday, 10 February: 12.00-18.00
Friday, 11 February: 12.00-21.00
Saturday 12 and Sunday 13 February: 11.00–19.00

Nel Linssen and Siba Sahabi are showing
work until 31 March at Plaatsmaken, the art
centre in Arnhem which specialises in works
made on or from paper.
(www.plaatsmaken.nl)

New pendants by Nel Linssen and objects
by Siba Sahabi in the Galerie Ra collection
will refer to this exhibion.

This ‘ruff’ by Paul Derrez
from 1982 is now available at
www.contempartjewels.com,
a website created by contem-
porary jewellery collector
Miecke Oosterman in 2008.
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